Hepatic fat fraction: MR imaging for quantitative measurement and display--early experience.
The institutional review board approved this HIPAA-compliant study. After all five patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease signed a consent, they underwent magnetic resonance (MR) imaging for hepatic fat quantification. The purpose of this study was to develop a fast and accurate method to acquire and display quantitative maps of the percentage of hepatic fat. In-phase and out-of-phase gradient-echo MR imaging was performed with dual flip angles (70 degrees, 20 degrees) to resolve ambiguity of the dominant constituent. T2* corrections were also estimated and applied to generate color-coded maps of the estimated percentage of hepatic fat. MR imaging results were compared with biopsy results in two of five patients, and the technique was validated qualitatively and quantitatively with a water-oil phantom. Results of the phantom study confirmed that the dual-flip angle algorithm can be used to correctly identify the dominant constituent, allowing depiction of 0%-100% of fat content. The estimated liver fat fraction was comparable to quantitative fat measurements at biopsy in both patients (MR imaging, 18.3% +/- 2.8 [standard deviation] and 28.6% +/- 2.4, vs quantitative histopathologic analysis, 11.2% and 28.5%, respectively). radiology.rsnajnls.org/cgi/content/full/2373041639/DC1